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al field that comes without apparent
mentaleffort. We also performcognitive
tasks such as readingscale information,
but much of the power of graphs-and
what distinguishes them from tablescomes from the ability of our preattentive visual system to detect geometric
patterns and assess magnitudes. We
have examined preattentive processes
ratherthan cognition.
We have studied the elementary
William S. Cleveland and Robert McGill
graphical-perceptiontasks theoretically,
borrowingideas from the more general
field of visual perception (7, 8), and
experimentallyby having subjectsjudge
Graphs provide powerful tools both mation from graphs;theory and experi- graphicalelements (1, 5). The next two
for analyzingscientificdata andfor com- mental data are then used to order the sections illustratethe methodologywith
municating quantitative information. tasks on the basis of accuracy. The or- a few examples.
The computer graphics revolution, deringhas an importantapplication:data
which began in the 1960'sand has inten- should be encoded so that the visual
sified duringthe past several years, stim- decoding involves tasks as high in the Study of Graphical Perception: Theory
ulated the invention of graphicalmeth- orderingas possible, that is, tasks perFigure 2 provides an illustration of
theoreticalreasoningthat borrows some
Summary.Graphicalperception is the visual decoding of the quantitativeand ideas from the field of computational
qualitativeinformationencoded on graphs. Recent investigationshave uncovered vision (8). Suppose that the goal is to
basic principlesof human graphicalperceptionthat have importantimplicationsfor judge the ratio, r, of the slope of line
the displayof data. The computergraphicsrevolutionhas stimulatedthe inventionof segment BC to the slope of line segment
many graphicalmethods for analyzing and presentingscientificdata, such as box AB in each of the three panels. Our
plots, two-tierederrorbars, scatterplotsmoothing,dot charts, and graphingon a log visual system tells us that r is greater
base 2 scale.
than 1 in each panel, which is correct.
Our visual system also tells us that r is
closer to 1 in the two rectangularpanels
ods: types of graphsand types of quanti- formed with greater accuracy. This is than in the square panel; that is, the
tative informationto be shown on graphs illustratedby several examples in which slope of BC appears closer to the slope
(1-4). One purpose of this article is to some much-used graphical forms are of AB in the two rectangularpanels than
describe and illustrate several of these presented, set aside, and replaced by in the square panel. This, however, is
new methods.
new methods.
incorrect;r is the same in all three panels.
Whathas been missing, until recently,
The reasonfor the distortioninjudging
in this periodof rapidgraphicalinvention
and deployment is the study of graphs Elementary Tasks for the Graphical
Fig. 2 is that our visual system is geared
and the human visual system. When a
to judging angle rather than slope. In
Perception of Quantitative Information
their work on computationaltheories of
graph is constructed, quantitative and
The first step is to identify elementary vision in artificialintelligence, Marr(8)
categorical information is encoded,
chiefly through position, shape, size, graphical-perceptiontasks that are used and Stevens (9) have investigated how
symbols, and color. When a person to visually extract quantitativeinforma- people judge the slant and tilt (10) of the
looks at a graph,the informationis visu- tion from a graph. (By "quantitative surfaces of three-dimensionalobjects.
ally decoded by the person's visual sys- information"we mean numericalvalues They arguethat we judge slant andtilt as
tem. A graphical method is successful of a variable,such as frequencyof radia- angles and not, for example, as their
only if the decoding is effective. No tion and gross nationalproduct, that are tangents, which are the slopes. An angle
matter how clever and how technologi- not highly discrete; this excludes cate- contamination of slope judgments excally impressive the encoding, it fails if goricalinformation,such as type of met- plains the distortionin judgmentsof Fig.
the decoding process fails. Informed al and nationality,which is also shown 2. Let the angle of a line segmentbe the
decisions about how to encode data can on many graphs.)Ten tasks with which angle between it and a horizontal ray
be achieved only throughan understand- we have worked, in our theoretical in- extending to the right (0 in Fig. 3). The
ing of this visual decoding process, vestigationsand in our experiments,are angles of the line segmentsin the square
which we call graphicalperception(5).
the following: angle, area, color hue, panel of Fig. 2 are not as similar in
Oursecond purposeis to convey some color saturation, density (amount of magnitudeas the angles in either of the
recent theoretical and experimentalin- black), length(distance),positionalonga rectangularpanels;this makesthe slopes
vestigations of graphicalperception.We commonscale, positions on identicalbut in the rectangularpanels seem closer in
identify certain elementary graphical- nonaligned scales, slope, and volume value.
Again, let 0 be the angle of a line
perception tasks that are performedin (Fig. 1).
Visual decoding as we define it for segment. Suppose a second line segment
the visual decoding of quantitativeinforelementarygraphical-perceptiontasks is has an angle 0 + AOwhere AOis small
The authorsare statisticalscientistsat AT&TBell what Julesz calls
preattentivevision (6): but just large enough that a differencein
Laboratories,600 MountainAvenue, MurrayHill,
New Jersey 07974.
the instantaneousperceptionof the visu- the orientationsof the line segments can
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be detected. The slopes of the two line
segments are tan(O) and tan(0 + A).
The relative difference of the slopes is
tan(0 +"a0) - tan(
tan(3)+ A) -the
tan(0)
Since A0 is small, the relative difference
is nearly A0 times
tan'(0) -

1 t0) =

2

sin(2e)
~tan(w
The behavior off shows that for a fixed
A0 the relative slope difference varies as
a function of 0 because fgoes to infinity
as 0 approaches 0, wI2, or ur radians.
Thus when two line segments are sufficiently close to vertical or horizontal, an
almost imperceptible difference in their
orientations can be accompanied by a
large relative difference in slope; then
judgments of relative slope will be poor.
In Fig. 2 the two line segments in each
rectangular panel are close to vertical or
horizontal.
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Ordering the Elementary
Graphical-Perception Tasks
Such theoretical and experimental investigations have led us to order the
tasks by the accuracy with which they
are performed (Table 1). The ordering
should be thought of as a tentative working hypothesis, based on current information, that can be expected to evolve.
With the information now available we
have been unable to distinguish the relative accuracy of some tasks, such as
judging slope and judging angle. Aspects
of the ordering are partly conjectural in
that we have no controlled experimentation to support them. For example, judgment of position along a common scale is
stipulated to be more accurate than judgment of position along identical, nonaligned scales. In experiment 3, accuracy was nearly identical for these two
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sion given earlier that if we allowed 0 to
approach 0, r/2, or r radians, the error
measure for slope would increase. The
area judgments in experiment 3 are the
least accurate of the elementary tasks.
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In experiments designed to investigate
elementary graphical-perception
tasks (1, 5), subjects studied the magnitudes of some aspect of two geometric
objects of the same type and judged what
percentage the smaller magnitude was of
the larger (for example, Fig. 4).
The error of a judgment in the experiments is the absolute difference between
judged percent and true percent. Figure
5 shows error measures of elementary
tasks for three experiments. Position and
length judgments are the most accurate;
angle and slope judgments are nearly
equally accurate in experiment 3 and less
accurate than length judgments. The
slopes that subjects judged in this experiment were of line segments whose angle
0 with the horizontal ranged from 0.21
radian (12?) to 1.34 radians (77?). However, we know from the theoretical discus-
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Fig. 2. Angle contamination of slope judgments. The visual system tends to judge the
ratio of the slope of BC to the slope of AB in
the square panel to be larger than the corresponding ratios in the two rectangular panels.
In fact, the three ratios are equal.
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Fig. 1. Elementary graphical-perception tasks performed during visual decoding of quantitative
information from graphs. To judge the values graphed in the upper left panel we can make
judgments of positions along the common horizontal scale. To compare a value in the upper left
panel with a value in the upper right panel we can judge position along identical but nonaligned
scales. The lower left panel is a divided bar chart. Comparing the three totals of the three groups
or the three values of item A can be done by judging position along a common scale, since each
set of values has a common baseline; but comparing the three values of item B, or the values of
item C, or the three values in any of the three groups requires judgment of length. The lower
right panel shows the value of one variable as a function of another. To determine the local rate
of change of y as a function of x we can judge the slopes of the line segments.
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B

Fig. 3. Resolution of slope judgments. As 0
approaches 0, rr/2,or r radians, the resolution
of relative slope values is lost by the visual
system, which tends to judge the angles of line
segments.
829

caused the subjects to judge position
along a common scale less accurately.
More experimentation with the two
types of position judgments is needed.

A
C

/\

^

Table 1. Orderingelementarytasks by accuracy, according to theoretical argumentsand
experimentalresults. Graphs should exploit
tasks as high in the orderingas possible. The
tasks are orderedfrommost accurateto least.
Rank

Aspect judged

1
2

Position along a common scale
Position on identicalbut
nonalignedscales
Length
Angle
Slope (with 0 not too close to
0, Tr/2,or rTradians)
Area
Volume
Density
Color saturation
Color hue

Application of the Ordering to
Data Display

4

Options often exist for encoding data
on graphs. The principle of graph construction resulting from the ordering in
Fig. 4. Display from an experimentin graphi- Table 1 is the following: options should
cal perception.Subjectsjudgedwhat percent- be selected that result in perceptual tasks
age anglesB, C, andD are of the magnitudeof as high in the ordering as possible. This
angleA. The actualdisplayfilled an 81/2by 11 increases the
accuracy of our perception
inch piece of paper.
of important patterns in the data. The
ordering does not result in a precise
tasks; however, the error statistics for prescription for displaying data but rathjudgment of position along a common er is a framework within which to work.
The top panel of Fig. 6 shows
scale are considerably lower in experiments 1 and 2 than in experiment 3. One smoothed yearly average atmospheric
possible explanation for this anomaly is CO2 measurements from Mauna Loa,
that the embedding of the judgments of Hawaii (11). The CO2 concentrations at
position along a common scale in an two times can be visually decoded by
experiment with a large fraction of con- judging the relative positions of two
siderably more difficult judgments filled circles along the common vertical

3
4
5
6
7

scale. The local rate of change of the
CO2 concentrations can be decoded by
judging the slopes of the line segments
joining successive points. The quick impression from the slopes is that the data
form two lines with a break around 1966
and with a greater slope for the second
line; this would mean a constant local
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Fig. 5 (left). A measure of subject error for
tasks in threeexperiments.A dot chartis used
to grapherror measuresfor tasks from three
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experiments in which subjects graphically
judgedpercentages.The innerintervalsof the
e nPercent)
P)f m T
Error
(Devi at ion f'rom True
Error
two-tiered error bars are 50 percent confidence intervalsand the outer intervalshave 95 percentconfidence. Fig. 6 (right).Slope and positionjudgments.Visuallydecodingthe local
rate of changeof atmosphericCO2in the top panel requiresjudgingslope; the immediatevisual impressionis that the rate is constantfrom 1957
to 1965and higherbut also constantfrom 1967to 1980.The bottompanelis a graphof the yearlychangesof the datain the top panel. Here local
rateof changecan be visuallyextractedby makingjudgmentsof positionalonga commonscale, whichare moreaccuratethanslopejudgments;it
is now clear that the CO2local rate of changefrom 1967to 1980is not constantbut graduallyincreasesby a factor of 2, except for a dip in the
1970's.
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ments of length and position. The bottom
panel is a dot chart (1), which eliminates
the less accurate length judgments.
Even if geometric aspects of a graph
encode quantitative information, the visual system may be unable to detect the
information. If detection is impossible,
the ordering of Table 1 is irrelevant. For
example, position along a common scale
may encode values, but if there are many
overlapping graphical elements it will be
difficult to detect individual data values.
A less obvious problem of detection
occurs in the common graph form represented in the top panel of Fig. 8. Two
curves describe how y depends on x for
two different situations. On such a graph
we usually want to study each set of y
values separately, but we also want to
compare the two y values for each x to
see how much greater one is than the
other. For superposed curves the
amounts by which y values of one set

rate of increase from 1959 to 1965 and a
higher but constant local rate of increase
from 1967 to 1980.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 6 the yearly
rate of change in CO2 is encoded directly, making it possible to extract the
quantitative information by making the
more accurate judgments of position
along a common scale. It is now clear
that the visual impression of rate of
change arrived at from the top panel is
inaccurate. The relative accuracy of the
graphical perception of slope suggests
that if it is important for viewers of a
graph to appreciate the rate of change of
graphed values, then rate of change itself
should be graphed directly.
Figure 7 further illustrates the benefit
of replacing one graphical method by
another to move higher in the ordering of
the graphical-perception tasks. The top
panel is a divided bar chart, a common
graphical display, which requires judg-

exceed those of the other is encoded
by the vertical distances between the
curves. But it is difficult to detect vertical distances because the visual system
tends to extract minimum distances,
which in Fig. 8 lie along perpendiculars
to the curves. The top panel of Fig. 8
gives the visual impression that as x
increases the differences between the
curves increase to a maximum around
x = 25 and then dIcrease. The bottom
panel shows the d fferences between y
values directly; the differences can be
readily detected ar.d decoded by judgments of position along a common scale.
Now it is clear that the top panel gives an
inaccurate impression.
The difficulty of detecting vertical distances between curves suggests that if
each of two curves superposed on the
same graph has widely varying slopes
and if comparing corresponding y values
is important, then the differences should
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Fig. 7 (left). Lengthandpositionjudgments.The top panelis a divided
bar chart. As in Fig. 1, this graphicalmethod requires lengthjudgments;for example, to visually compareand orderthe values in group
A is not easy. In the bottompanelthe values are shown by a dot chart.
All values on the graph can be visually comparedby judgments of
position along a common scale, an easier task. Now the orderingof
the values in group A is easy to perceive.
Fig. 8 (right).Judging
differences. In the top panel it is difficultto judge how much
greaterthe y values of curve 1 are than those for curve 2 because our
visual system has difficultydetecting the vertical distances between
the curves. In the bottom panel the differencesare grapheddirectly;
the values are quite differentfrom how they appearin the top panel.
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entire giraph, the portions of the lines
between the data dots and the left baseline are visually de-emphasized. (For a
similarreason a bar chart should not be
used when there is no meaningfulbaseline, sinece the bar lengths would encode
meaningless numbers.)
Methods
Tukey box plots. One of the most
Graphical
fundametntal data analytic tasks in sciWe turn now to several graphical ence is the comparison of the distribumethods that are part of a large collec- tions of groupsof measurementsof some
tion now availablefor analyzingand presenting scientific data.
150
i
Dot charts. Dot charts (1) are used in
o '
*
the top two panels of Fig. 1, in Fig. 5,
o 0
?
and in the bottom panel of Fig. 7. The
e
dot chart is a graphical method that
ooo
100
0o
displays data in which the numerical
?00 0
?
0o
values have names. The dotted lines
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8
visually connect a graphedvalue with its
o o
name, but the lines have been made light
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0oo ?
to keep them from being imposing and
o
00o ?ooe
obscuring the numerical values. When
o-0?goo% oO
the baselinefor the graphis zero (Fig. 7),
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the dotted lines can end at the data dots;
the data can be visually decoded by
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judging the positions of the data dots
x
along the horizontalscale or by judging
the lengths of the dotted lines. If there is
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no zero baseline(or some other meaning..
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- ? 0 e
should go across the entire data region
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dotted
(Fig. 5);
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that would encode nothing meaningful.
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Fig. 10. Lowess. It is difficult to assess the
also be graphed. If many curves are
shown, graphingall pairwise differences
is impractical,and the only solutionis to
makeit clear to viewers that curve differences can be poorly perceived.

0

dependence of y on x in the top panel because

the signalis embeddedin noise. In the bottom
panel a curve has been superposedthat was
computed by a scatterplot smoothing procedure called lowess.
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variable. For example, in experiment3
we studied 127 subjects from three
groups: 24 high school students, 60 college students, and 43 technicallytrained
professionals.We computedthe average
of each subject's absolute errors and
compared the distributions of three
groupsof measurementsto see if level of
technical trainingaffected errors.
Figure 9 compares the average absolute errors for the three groups of subjects by Tukey box plots (3, 4). The
horizontal line segment inside of each
box is the 50thpercentileand the top and
bottomare the 25th and 75th percentiles.
The ends of the dashed lines are called
adjacent values: Let t be 1.5 times the
75th percentile minus the 25th percentile; the upper adjacentvalue is the largest observationless than or equal to the
75th percentile plus t, and the lower
adjacent value is the smallest observation greater than or equal to the 25th
percentile minus t. Outside values,
which are observationsbeyond the adjacent values, are graphedindividually.If
the data are a sample from a normal
distributionwith mean pLand variance
t2, the expected values of the adjacent
values are about , ? 2.67cr,so we expect only a small percentageof the data
to lie outside. Nonnormalitycan cause
more outside values; for example, if
there are outliers (very large or small
values), or if the data are skewed to the
right(a stretchingout of the distribution
at the high end of the scale), more outside values will occur. In Fig. 9 mild
skewness causes the outside values at
the high end.
That the overall performanceof the
three groups of subjects did not depend
on level of technical trainingand experience (Fig. 9) is not surprising;the preattentive visual tasks are very basic judgments that the visual system performs
daily. The two largest subject errors are
considerablylarger than the others; an
examinationof the responses of the two
subjects led us to believe that they did
not understandthe instructions, so we
eliminated them from the analysis.

Graphingmeans and sample standard
deviations, the most commonly used
graphicalmethod for conveying the distributionsof groups of measurements,is
frequently a poor method. We cannot
expect to reduce distributions to two
numbers and succeed in capturing the

widely varied behavior that data sets in
science can have. For example, using
just the mean and standard deviation
does not reveal outliers. Box plots give
us more informationabout data distributions and allow us to appreciate the
behaviorof outliers.
SCIENCE,VOL. 229

Graphingon a log base 2 scale. The
data in Fig. 9 are shown on a logarithmic
scale because the measurementson the
original scale are very skewed to the
right;graphingwithouttakinglogarithms
produces a graph with poor resolution
because most of the values are clustered
near the origin. Instead of using the
standardloglo scale we used log2. The
data range from 100.64 to 101.34. If we use

a logo0 scale we must face fractional
powers of 10 at the tick mark labels,
which is difficult since most people do
not intuitively comprehend fractional
powers of 10. Dealingwith powers of 2 is
considerably easier than dealing with
fractionalpowers of 10 (and has become
even easier because of the pervasive use
of powers of 2 in computing).Graphing
on a log2 scale can be useful whenever
the data rangethrougha smallnumberof
powers of 10.
Two-tierederror bars. Figure 5 illustrates two-tiered error bars (1), which
convey the sample-to-samplevariation
of a statisticcomputedfrom the data (for
example, the mean) by showing confidence intervals.The outer errorbars are
a 95 percent confidence interval and the
innererrorbars are a 50 percentinterval.
The usual scientific convention for
graphicallyconveying sample-to-sample
variationis to show the statistic and use
errorbars to convey plus and minus one
standard error of the statistic. (If the
statistic is the mean and the samplingis
random, the standard error is s/l\/
where s is the sample standard deviation.) This is a poor practice, however,
because the standarderroris useful only
insofar as it tells us about confidence
intervals. But confidence intervals are
not always directly based on standard
errors. When they are, plus and minus
one standard error is not usually the
most cogent interval;for example, where
the statistichas a normaldistributionand
the sample size is large, it gives a 68
percentconfidenceinterval.When confidence intervals are quoted numerically
they are almost always 95 percent or
higherto communicatea highlyprobable
range. The outer bars of the two-tiered
errorbars reflectthis practice. The inner

30 AUGUST 1985

interval of 50 percent gives a middle
rangefor the sample-to-samplevariation
of the statistic that is analogous to the
box of a box graph.
Lowess: smoothing scatterplots. Suppose (xi, Yi), for i = 1 to n, is a set of
measurementsof two related variables.
A powerful tool for studyingthe dependence of y on x is to graphyi againstxi,
but if the signal is embeddedin noise, it
can be difficult to assess more precise
aspects of the dependence. In the top
panel of Fig. 10, y decreases as x increases, but it is difficultto judge whether the decrease is linear or nonlinear.
The bottom panel shows a smooth curve
computed by a procedure called robust
locally weighted regression, or lowess
(12). This scatterplot smoothing procedure provides a graphical summary of
the dependence of y on x; in Fig. 10, the
dependence is nonlinear.
Lowess produces a set of points (xi,
Yi), whose abscissas are the same as
those of the data;9i, the fittedvalue at xi,
is an estimate of the center of the distribution of the y values for x values in a
neighborhoodof xi. The set of points (xi,
Yi)form a nonparametricregression of y
on x (13); in Fig. 10 these values are
graphedby movingfrom left to rightand
connecting successive lowess points by
lines. As the size of the neighborhoods
increases, the nonparametricregression
becomes smoother. In the lowess algorithm,yi is the value of a line fittedto the
data by weighted least squares, where
the weight for (Xk, Yk) is large if Xk is
close to xi and decreases as the distance
of Xk from xi increases. A robustness
feature prevents outliers, such as the
point graphed by a closed circle in the
upper right corner in Fig. 10, from distortingthe smoothing. The lowess algorithmactually amounts to a special lowpass digital filter that can be used even
when xi is not a time variableor when it
is not equally spaced. One important
property of lowess is that its flexibility
permits it to follow many patterns, includingthose with discontinuousderivatives. The lowess algorithmis computing-intensive,but programsusing many
speedupproceduresare available(14).

Conclusion
Experiments in graphical perception,
theoreticalreasoning, and the results of
moregeneralinvestigationsin visual perception and computationalvision have
contributedto the orderingof the graphical-perception tasks in Table 1. This
framework-identifyingelementarytasks
and ordering them-represents a first
step in understandinggraphicalperception. The orderingprovides a guide for
data displaythat results in more effective
graphicalperception.Otherfactors, such
as detection, must also be taken into
account in graphingdata. The repertoire
of graphicalmethods for analyzing and
presentingscientificdata is growingrapidly. Dot charts, Tukey box plots, graphing on a log base 2 scale, two-tierederror
bars, and lowess are some of the many
graphical methods that are now available.
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